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The treasurer reported $1058.47 in the Guild treasury.

Show and Tell

Election of officers will be held at the November meeting.
Here is a reminder to have your items for Safe Passage ready and turned in to Lee or Brian by November 30.
The bid sheet is included with this email and needs to be filled out and turned in with your submission. The sheet
should include information that would be of interest to the bidder, such as species of wood, information on source
of wood especially if local, and finish information.

Brian's Yarn Bowl Wayne's Olive Bowl

Wayne's Eucalyptus Bowl Wayne's Dragonfly



Roger's Bowl
Les' bay laural natural edge bowl and cuban
mahogany hollow form in background

Les' Jamaican Dogwood Box with Ebony
BeadLes' Blackwood Box



Roger's bowl
Roger's lidded box for Safe Passage silent

auction

Carl's clock Russ' rim cut walnut bowl



Russ, Lee and Brian gave the demo on four jaw chucks. A number of different types of chucks and alternatives for
holding the turning were presented and discussed. When using a chuck, make sure the tenon is sized so that the jaws
are almost closed to provide the most secure hold on the wood. The surface of the wood that contacts the chuck jaw
face needs to be flat so that contact with the face is continuous and without gaps or voids. A chuck with an enclosed
back requires very little, if any, maintenance. An open back allows sawdust and debris to enter the tightening
mechanism. Step jaws provide multiple sizes in one jaw but have the disadvantage that the outer steps can interfere
with access to the work when using the inner steps. A woodworm screw is provided with most chucks and should be
used with a wooden disk between the wood and the chuck to provide additional support. The TMI tail stock adaptor
has head stock threads and provides a means to mount the four-jaw chuck on the tail stock. This is especially useful
for accurately mounting a bowl in a vacuum chuck. See: https://www.woodturnerscatalog.com/p/195/4287/TMI-
Reverse-Chucking-Alignment-Adapter Many wood turners consider Vicmark, with its trouble free performance, to be
the preferred choice for a four jaw chuck. Pen State Industries and Nova chucks are chosen by a number of turners for
an affordable alternative.



The next meeting will be held on November 8th at Russ' shop and will be an all day turning event. This will be an
opportunity to hone your skills and your techniques. Come to watch and come to participate. This will be an
opportunity for members to watch, turn, ask for help, and offer help to others.


